The median problems on linear multichromosomal genomes: graph representation and fast exact solutions.
In genome rearrangement, given a set of genomes G and a distance measure d, the median problem asks for another genome q that minimizes the total distance [Formula: see text]. This is a key problem in genome rearrangement based phylogenetic analysis. Although this problem is known to be NP-hard, we have shown in a previous article, on circular genomes and under the DCJ distance measure, that a family of patterns in the given genomes--represented by adequate subgraphs--allow us to rapidly find exact solutions to the median problem in a decomposition approach. In this article, we extend this result to the case of linear multichromosomal genomes, in order to solve more interesting problems on eukaryotic nuclear genomes. A multi-way capping problem in the linear multichromosomal case imposes an extra computational challenge on top of the difficulty in the circular case, and this difficulty has been underestimated in our previous study and is addressed in this article. We represent the median problem by the capped multiple breakpoint graph, extend the adequate subgraphs into the capped adequate subgraphs, and prove optimality-preserving decomposition theorems, which give us the tools to solve the median problem and the multi-way capping optimization problem together. We also develop an exact algorithm ASMedian-linear, which iteratively detects instances of (capped) adequate subgraphs and decomposes problems into subproblems. Tested on simulated data, ASMedian-linear can rapidly solve most problems with up to several thousand genes, and it also can provide optimal or near-optimal solutions to the median problem under the reversal/HP distance measures. ASMedian-linear is available at http://sites.google.com/site/andrewweixu .